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Kopter announces Garmin G3000H for
Baseline of SH09 Helicopter

Mollis, May 24th, 2018

Kopter Group AG is proud to announce that the newly launched Garmin G3000H will be
integrated into the SH09 single turbine helicopter from first deliveries.
To benefit operators and owners alike, the G3000H will even come in the standard baseline
of the helicopter, ensuring that the SH09 provides the highest level of avionics on the
market. The SH09 will feature dual landscape-oriented displays and a single touchscreen
controller.
“The G3000H will ease the workload of
SH09 pilots while providing best-in-class
situational awareness. This will enable a
higher level of safety for every mission,
the core principle behind the design of
our helicopter.” says Michele Riccobono,
Kopter Executive Vice President
Technology.
“We are excited that Kopter is the first to
announce the G3000H integrated flight
deck on the SH09 helicopter,” said Carl
Wolf, Garmin vice president of aviation
marketing and sales. “The G3000H
merges modern technologies with an
exceptional feature set that reduces pilot
workload and improves situational
awareness so helicopter pilots can make the most informed decisions while operating in
high workload conditions.”
Representatives of both Kopter and Garmin will be on-site at EBACE 2018 in Geneva
on Day 2, 30 May on Garmin’s booth (J89) from 13:00 to 14:00 local time to jointly
answer questions.
For further technical details on the G3000H, please refer to Garmin’s press release at:
http://newsroom.garmin.com/press-release/featured-releases/garmin-introduces-g3000hintegrated-flight-deck-part-27-vfrifr-turbi
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About Kopter Group AG
We develop, produce and support a new generation of helicopter. Our 250 talented team members
are based near Zürich, with production and assembly facilities in Mollis and Näfels.
Our first model, the single-turbine SH09, outperforms its peers through increased modularity,
modern electronic systems, and a larger cabin and cargo hold. It delivers safety, performance and
comfort at low operating costs. It’s built for missions accomplished, from the most demanding to the
everyday.

For further
information please contact:

Cecile Vion-Lanctuit
Head of Communications & Marketing
Telephone: +41 44 552 34 99
Mobile: +41 79 506 40 55
Email: cecile.vion-lanctuit@koptergroup.com

www.koptergroup.com
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